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Abstract
Deformation theory refers to an apparatus in many parts of math and physics
for going from an infinitesimal (= first order) deformation to a full deformation,
either formal or convergent appropriately. If the algebra being deformed is that of
observables, the result is deformation quantization, independent of any realization in
terms of Hilbert space operators. There are very important but rare cases in which
a formula for a full deformation is known. For physics, the most important is the
Moyal-Weyl star product formula.
In this paper, we concentrate on deformations of Courant algebroid structures via
star products on graded manifolds. In particular, we construct a graded version of
the Moyal-Weyl star product. Recently, in Double Field Theory (DFT), deformations
of the C-bracket and O(d, d)-invariant bilinear form to first order in the closed string
sigma model coupling α′ were derived by analyzing the transformation properties
of the Neveu-Schwarz B-field. By choosing a particular Poisson structure on the
Drinfel’d double corresponding to the Courant algebroid structure of the generalized
tangent bundle, we reproduce these deformations for a specific solution of the strong
constraint of DFT as expansion of a graded version of the Moyal-Weyl star product.
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1 Introduction
Non-linear sigma models for closed strings are defined by mapsX : Σ →M from a Riemann
surface Σ (called the worldsheet) to a target space M equipped with a Riemannian metric
G ∈ Γ(⊗2T ∗M), a two-form B-field B ∈ Γ(∧2T ∗M) and a dilaton φ ∈ C∞(M). Classical
closed string theory is given if Σ has genus zero and string loop corrections are given by
worldsheets with higher genus. Taking classical closed string theory, the defining sigma
model itself has a perturbative expansion, determined by the parameter α′ whose relation
to the fundamental length scale ls of string theory is determined by α
′ = l2s .
The renormalization group flow equations of classical string sigma models lead to a set
of partial differential equations for the metric, B-field and dilaton which, to lowest order in
the expansion parameter α′, contain Einstein’s equations. The target space effective field
theory is defined by a field theory on M having the renormalization group equations as its
Euler-Lagrange equations. Thus, there is also an α′-expansion of the classical effective field
theory, whose lowest order is given, for example, by the well-known type-IIA supergravity
action [HT87, Ket00, KM97].
On the level of the sigma model, in case the target space has isometries, Busher [Bus87]
showed the existence of a physically equivalent theory by gauging the isometries (and
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thus introducing an auxiliary field X˜ i for every isometry direction) and integrating out
appropriate gauge degrees of freedom. The result is a non-linear sigma model on a target
space M˜ which is defined to be the T-dual toM . The prescription to explicitly calculate the
metric and B-field on M˜ is known as “Buscher rules”. It is shown e.g. in [GPR94] that the
latter are given by the action of the group O(d, d) on a generalized metric in case there are d
isometries. O(d, d) is the structure group of the generalized tangent bundle [Hit03, Gua03],
locally given by TM⊕T ∗M ; it turns out that the Courant algebroid structure of the latter
is the appropriate language to describe T-duality on the target space [Hul07, GMPW09] .
The attempt to formulate a classical field theory manifestly invariant under the action
of O(d, d) leads to the introduction of double field theory (DFT) [Sie93, HZ09b, HZ09a,
HHZ10a, HHZ10b, Zwi12], in which the winding degrees of freedom of a closed string
are interpreted as canonically conjugate to a second set of target space coordinates. The
O(d, d)-invariant action of DFT reduces to the standard effective type IIA supergravity
action by applying the strong constraint, which eliminates half of the configuration space
coordinates. In addition the action obeys a gauge symmetry governed by the C-bracket, an
extension of the Courant bracket of generalized geometry in the sense that it also includes
the winding degrees of freedom.
All of these achievements (and many more) are at the level of the effective target
space field theory to lowest order in α′, in the sense of [HZ14b]. Clearly, to understand
classical string theory and in particular T-duality, it is desirable to extend the structures
of generalized geometry and DFT to higher orders in α′, or phrased differently, to deform
the Courant algebroid (and C-bracket) structures encountered so far. The first results in
this direction were found in DFT, where in [HZ14b, HZ14a] a consistent deformation of the
C-bracket and O(d, d)-invariant bilinear pairing was given. It is the main goal of our work
to propose a way to understand these deformations in terms of a star product expansion
on an appropriate graded Poisson manifold.
Since the seminal work [BFF+78a, BFF+78b], deformation theory became popular in
physics, where the algebra being deformed is that of observables. Independent of the theory
of linear operators [Ste12], it was possible to give a formulation of quantum mechanics
equivalent to the one mostly used in physics. The full deformation of the algebra of
functions on phase space is given by the Moyal-Weyl star product formula. In the last two
decades, the latter product turned out to be realized in the operator product expansion
of open string vertex operators in the presence of a Neveu-Schwarz B-field [Sch99, SW99].
Similar structures in closed string theory are in an active study at the moment [BP11,
Lüs10, BDL+11, BL14, BFH+14, MSS12]. In mathematics, star products were further
studied on graded manifolds and it was realized that they are intimately connected to the
deformation theory of Courant algebroids [GMX14]. It is one of the main intensions of
this work to show that these kinds of star products play a role in closed string theory and
DFT.
The structure of the paper is the following: In the first part of chapter 2, we review the
reformulation of Lie bialgebroids in terms of homological vector fields on graded manifolds
due to Roytenberg [Roy, Roy02a, Roy02b], leading to the introduction of the Drinfel’d
double of a Lie bialgebroid. This is followed by a brief review of elements of the gauge
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algebra of DFT, especially the C-bracket in the second part. Using the language of the
Drinfel’d double, we review the representation of the C-bracket in terms of Poisson brackets
[DS14] in a derived form, in the sense of [KS04].
In chapter 3, we first give the definition of star products and the star commutator
as well as their generalizations to graded Poisson manifolds. In the first non-trivial or-
der of the deformation parameter, the star commutator gives the Poisson bracket on the
underlying manifold. As a consequence, we interpret higher order corrections to the star
commutator as deformations of the Poisson bracket. This, together with the representa-
tion of the C-bracket introduced in chapter 2 in terms of Poisson brackets on the Drinfel’d
double, enables us to propose a way to explicitly determine deformations of the C-bracket.
For computational simplicity, we restrict ourselves to a specific solution to the strong con-
straint, i.e. we calculate a deformation of the resulting Courant algebroid structure. In an
analogous manner, we compute deformations to the O(d, d)-invariant bilinear form after
expressing it in terms of Poisson brackets. It turns out that these deformations coincide
with those found in DFT.
We conclude by giving an outlook on how the results could be extended to more general
Poisson structures, leading to the introduction of fluxes. We remark why the name flux is
justified by comparing their local expressions to the corresponding objects used in string
compactifications.
Acknowledgements: The author wishes to thank Jim Stasheff for input on the classical
deformation theory and to thank Dee Roytenberg, Marco Zambon, Barton Zwiebach, Peter
Schupp, Andre Coimbra, Olaf Hohm and Erik Plauschinn for discussions.
2 Poisson brackets and the gauge algebra of DFT
In order to apply techniques of deformation theory to objects arising in DFT, a bridge has
to be built between structures in DFT such as the C-bracket and concepts of symplectic
geometry, e.g. Poisson brackets. By identifying the notion of double field as a function on
the Drinfel’d double of a particularly adapted Lie bialgebroid, this was achieved in [DS14].
In the following, we review results of this work with regard to a formulation suitable for
deformation theory.
2.1 The Drinfel’d double of a Lie bialgebroid and double fields
Lie bialgebroids [Mac05] and Courant algebroids [Cou90] are central structures in the
generalized geometry and DFT-description of configuration spaces and observables arising
in compactifications of string theory.
2.1.1 Lie algebroids and parity reversal
Starting with a vector bundle A over a base manifold M , the differential graded algebra
Γ(∧•A∗) of sections in ∧•A∗ can be identified with the polynomials on the parity shifted
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version of A with coefficients depending on the base1:
Γ(∧•A∗) ≃ Pol•(ΠA) . (1)
We only distinguish even and odd elements, i.e. use a Z2-grading
2. The observation (1) is
used to translate properties characterizing Lie (bi-)algebroids from the differential graded
to a more algebraic setting. In particular, if the anchor and bracket on A are determined
on a basis of sections ei of A and ∂j of TM by
a(ei) = a
j
i∂j , [ei, ej]A = f
k
ijek , (2)
there is a derivation dA on Γ(∧•A∗) which translates into a vector field on ΠA. Denoting
the local coordinates on the latter by (xi, ξj), where ξj denote the Grassmann generators,
it is given by
dA = a
j
i (x)ξ
i∂j − 1
2
fkij(x)ξ
iξj
∂
∂ξk
. (3)
Analogously, if the dual A∗ is a Lie algebroid with anchor and bracket on a basis ei expressed
by
a∗(e
i) = aij∂j , [e
i, ej]A∗ = Q
ij
k (x)e
k (4)
and using (xi, θj) as local coordinates and generators on ΠA
∗, the differential dA∗ is given
by
dA∗ = a
ij(x)θi∂j − 1
2
Qk
ij(x)θiθj
∂
∂θk
. (5)
In the case of Lie algebroids A and A∗, there are derivations dA and dA∗ which square
to zero. In terms of the graded commutator of vector fields, this means [dA, dA] = 0 and
analogously for dA∗ , i.e. they are homological. With this terminology, the definition of a
Lie algebroid (following [Roy]) can be given in the most compact form:
Definition 1. A Lie algebroid is a vector bundle A → M together with a homological
vector field dA of degree 1 on the supermanifold ΠA.
The notation f and Q for the structure constants determined by the brackets on A and
A∗, respectively is common in the string theory literature [STW05, STW07], where these
quantities are often called f - and Q-flux. We will use this nomenclature in the following.
1For a Z2-graded vector space V = V0⊕V1 with even elements in V0 and odd elements in V1, the parity
reversion Π is defined by
(ΠV )0 = V1 and (ΠV )1 = V0 .
2The use of a Z is possible by using grading shifts, e.g. [Roy02c]
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2.1.2 Lie bialgebroids and the Drinfel’d double
A pair (A,A∗) of dual Lie algebroids is called Lie bialgebroid if the differential dA is
a derivation of the bracket on A∗ [LWX97] or, equivalently, if the differential dA∗ is a
derivation of the bracket on A. In order to give an elegant characterization of this statement
and for applications to DFT, it is desirable to have a meaningful sum of the two operators
dA and dA∗ . A priori, they act on different spaces but in considering the cotangent bundles
of ΠA and ΠA∗, the function on T ∗ΠA∗ corresponding to dA∗ can be pulled back by a
Legendre transform to T ∗ΠA and then added to the function corresponding to dA.
More precisely, let us extend the coordinates on ΠA by their canonically conjugate
momenta on T ∗ΠA, denoted by a superscript star and a lower index, we get (xi, ξj, x∗i , ξ
∗
j )
as coordinate set. In other words, the canonical Poisson relations on T ∗ΠA are
{xi, x∗j} = δij , {ξi, ξ∗j } = δij , (6)
and vanishing Poisson brackets for the other combinations. Similar definitions are made
for T ∗ΠA∗, whose coordinates should be denoted by (xi, θj , x
∗
i , θ
j
∗). It turns out [Roy] that
there is a symplectomorphism L : T ∗ΠA → T ∗ΠA∗, called Legendre transform, which
relates the parity reversed fibre coordinates ξi on T ∗ΠA to the conjugate momenta θi∗ on
T ∗ΠA∗. More precisely we have:
L(xi, ξj, x∗i , ξ
∗
j ) = (x
i, ξ∗j , x
∗
i , ξ
j) . (7)
Thus, if we denote the canonical projections by p : T ∗ΠA → ΠA and p¯ : T ∗ΠA∗ → ΠA∗,
we have the following situation:
T ∗ΠA
L→ T ∗ΠA∗
↓ p ↓ p¯
ΠA ΠA∗
(8)
Using the Legendre transform, it is possible to lift both differentials to T ∗ΠA. Expressed
in the coordinates on the latter, the two functions are given by:
hdA = a
j
i (x)x
∗
jξ
i − 1
2
fkij(x)ξ
iξjξ∗k
L∗hdA∗ = a
ij(x)x∗i ξ
∗
j −
1
2
Q
ij
k (x)ξ
kξ∗i ξ
∗
j .
(9)
The partial derivative operators in (3) and (5) are realized by taking Poisson brackets
with the functions hdA and L
∗hdA∗ , respectively. It is now possible to add the two functions
as they are defined on the same domain. The sum will turn out to be useful in order to
characterize Lie bialgebroids and to reveal the structure of the C-bracket of Double Field
Theory. Define
θ = hdA + L
∗hdA∗ . (10)
The characterization of Lie bialgebroids using θ is very concise and elegant and is given
by the following theorem, whose detailed proof can be found in [Roy]:
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Theorem 1. The pair (A,A∗) of a Lie algebroid A and its linear dual is a Lie bialgebroid
if and only if {θ, θ} = 0.
Having in mind the Courant algebroid associated to a Lie bialgebroid, the theorem
gives a transparent characterization of this class of Courant algebroids. Motivated by
these results, the space T ∗ΠA together with its structure is the basis for defining the
Drinfel’d double of a Lie bialgebroid [Mac98, Mac11].
Definition 2. For a Lie bialgebroid (A,A∗), the space T ∗ΠA together with the homological
vector field D = {θ, ·} is called the Drinfel’d double of (A,A∗).
In the following we will review briefly the relevance of the Drinfel’d double for structures
arising in DFT. A detailed derivation of the results is given in [DS14]. Starting with a
glance at the gauge algebra of DFT, mainly to set up notation in the next subsection, we
will continue with the main result to be used in later chapters: The representation of the
C-bracket in terms of Poisson brackets on the Drinfel’d double.
2.2 DFT and α′-deformations
Interpreting the winding degrees of freedom of closed string theory as a new set of canonical
momenta in addition to the standard momenta conjugate to configuration space coordinates
is the starting point of Double Field Theory, an attempt to formulate a target space field
theory framework manifestly invariant under the action of T-duality. The action of DFT
exhibits a gauge symmetry governed by the C-bracket which is a DFT version of the
Courant bracket of generalized geometry (and reduces to various forms of the latter by
restricting the set of coordinates to a manifold of the dimension of the original configuration
space). Recently, this structure was extended to the first order in α′, in the sense of the
derivative expansion of the closed string sigma model on the sphere (i.e. classical string
theory). In the following two subsections, we pick out the most important facts of the gauge
algebra of DFT for later parts of this work. We then give the results of the first order α′-
correction. In later chapters we will see that it is possible to interpret α′ as a deformation
parameter of a star product. This is intriguing as it may hint at an interpretation of closed
string sigma model perturbation theory as a star product expansion, which is already
known for the case of topological sigma models [CF00].
2.2.1 The gauge algebra of DFT
Closed string sigma models on toroidal target spaces, i.e. X : Σ → M = T d, where Σ is
homeomorphic to S1 × R and T d is the d-dimensional torus, exhibit the special property
of having two different sets of momenta. Including a B-field B ∈ Γ(∧2T ∗M), the action
reads
S =
∫
Σ
(
hαβ∂αX
i∂βX
jGij) dµΣ +
∫
Σ
X∗B , (11)
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where the two-dimensional metric is h = diag(−1, 1) and X∗B denotes the pullback of B
to the worldsheet Σ.
The target space metric is denoted by G ∈ Γ(⊗2T ∗M). Solving the classical equations
of motion to (11) for constant metric and B-field with appropriate boundary conditions
leads to the well-known mode-expansions of the sigma model fields X i(τ, σ), with (τ, σ)
denoting the coordinates on Σ:
X iR =x
i
0R + α
i
0(τ − σ) + i
∑
n 6=0
1
n
αine
−in(τ−σ) ,
X iL =x
i
0L + α¯
i
0(τ + σ) + i
∑
n 6=0
1
n
α¯ine
−in(τ+σ) ,
(12)
with integration constants x0R, x0L, constant oscillator coefficients α
i
n, α¯
i
n, n 6= 0 and zero
modes αi0 and α¯
i
0 given by:
αi0 =
1√
2
Gij
(
pj − (Gjk +Bjk)wk
)
,
α¯i0 =
1√
2
Gij
(
pj + (Gjk − Bjk)wk
)
.
(13)
The parameters pj correspond to the standard canonical momenta determined by the vari-
ational derivative of the action with respect to ∂τX
i. In addition, we have the winding
parameters wi defined by wi = 1
2π
∫
S1
∂σX
i dσ, whose origin is the fact that we are consid-
ering closed string sigma models, i.e. for fixed τ we have a map X : S1 →M .
The canonical momentum zero modes pi are usually interpreted as canonically conjugate
to a set of coordinates xi on the target space3 M .
Following a similar interpretation for the winding zero modes wi, one is lead to a second
set of coordinates, usually denoted by x˜i, in the sense that we have the correspondences:
pi ≃ 1
i
∂
∂xi
, and wi ≃ 1
i
∂
∂x˜i
. (14)
Taking this formal “doubling” of the configuration space as the basis to set up a classical
field theory framework is the idea of DFT. We only mention this motivation and refer
the reader to the huge amount of literature on this fast growing field mentioned in the
introduction and references therein. In the following, we pick out results and terminology
of DFT which are important for the rest of this work without giving the proofs. We hope
the reader is still able to follow the small amount of background in DFT which is needed
for later chapters.
A crucial question is how to make contact with standard classical field theory, i.e.
how to reduce the doubled configuration space to a physically relevant subspace. It turns
3To distinguish coordinates on the manifold M from the sigma model maps X i, we denote them by
small letters xi.
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out that the level-matching constraint of closed string theory, rewritten in terms of the
derivative operators ∂i and ∂˜
i, leads to the right reduction called strong constraint of
DFT [Sie93, HHZ10a, BBLR14]. Taking functions depending on both sets of coordinates
φ(xi, x˜i) and ψ(x
i, x˜i), the strong constraint reads
∂iφ(x
i, x˜i)∂˜
iψ(xi, x˜i) + ∂˜
iφ(xi, x˜i)∂iψ(x
i, x˜i) = 0 , (15)
It turns out that it is possible to define doubled vector fields V determined by the
pair V M := (V i(xk, x˜k), Vi(x
k, x˜k)) together with a generalized Lie derivative LV reducing
correctly to the corresponding quantities in Hitchin’s generalized geometry by applying the
strong constraint to the component functions. As an example, by setting ∂˜i = 0 (which
is an obvious solution to the strong constraint), V with components V M correctly reduces
to a section V k(x)∂k + Vk(x)dx
k of the generlized tangent bundle, locally isomorphic to
TM ⊕ T ∗M . The notation V M , where the capital index contains upper and lower indices,
is to indicate that these objects transform in the fundamental representation of O(d, d),
where a matrix A ∈ O(d, d) satisfies the relation
AηAt = η , η :=
(
0 id
id 0
)
, (16)
and id is the d-dimensional identity matrix. Capital indices are raised and lowered by
the bi-linear form η and contractions are performed in the standard way by summing over
both upper and lower indices. Derivatives with upper indices are defined to be with respect
to x˜i, e.g. V
K∂Kφ = V
k∂kφ + Vk∂˜
kφ. We will call the bi-linear form η a metric in the
following and denote it by 〈·, ·〉. More precisely, for V = (V i, Vi) and W = (W i,Wi) we
have
〈V,W 〉 = V PWQηPQ = V iWi + ViW i . (17)
One of the main results of DFT is the formulation of an action for a generalized metric
and a generalized dilaton, invariant under O(d, d) and reducing to the standard bosonic
Neveu-Schwarz action of closed string theory by solving the strong constraint. As a further
result, the action of DFT is invariant under a gauge symmetry which is determined by the
generalized Lie derivative. The action of the latter on doubled scalars φ and doubled
vectors with components WM is given by
LV φ =V K∂Kφ ,
(LVW )K =V P∂PWK + (∂KV P − ∂PVK)WP ,
(LVW )K =V P∂PWK − (∂PV K − ∂KVP )W P .
(18)
Similar to standard Riemannian differential geometry, the commutator of two general-
ized Lie derivatives gives a generalized Lie derivative with respect to the bracket which
determines the structure of the gauge algebra:[
LV ,LW
]
= −L[V,W ]C , (19)
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where [V,W ]C is the C-bracket of DFT and is given in components by the following ex-
pression: (
[V,W ]C
)P
= V K∂KW
P −WK∂KV P − 1
2
(
V K∂PWK −WK∂PVK
)
, (20)
Separating vector and form parts according to V = v + γ and W = w+ ω, this means e.g.
for the bracket of v and ω:
(
[v, ω]C
)
i
= vk∂kωi − 1
2
(vk∂iωk − ωk∂ivk) ,(
[v, ω]C
)i
= − ωk∂˜kvi − 1
2
(vk∂˜iωk − ωk∂˜ivk) .
(21)
It is this bracket structure in which we are interested. After this glance at DFT, we will
review an earlier result [DS14] on how it is possible to rewrite the bracket (20) in terms of
Poisson brackets on the Drinfel’d double of a Lie bialgebroid. To complete our glance into
DFT, we will then review a deformation of the C-bracket by considering the first order
correction in the string coupling α′.
2.2.2 α′-deformed metric and C-bracket
The parameter α′ of string theory is related to the fundamental string length ls by α
′ = l2s .
Taking the closed string sigma model, perturbative expansions are power series in α′.
Taking the renormalization group equations corresponding to this perturbative expansion
gives (to lowest order in α′) the Einstein equations together with equations for the H-
flux H = dB and dilaton. The effective target space field theory corresponding to these
equations is given by the supergravity action
S =
∫
ddx
√
−detGe−2φ
[
R + 4(∂φ)2 − 1
12
HijkH
ijk
]
, (22)
where the dilaton is denoted by φ. From the viewpoint of DFT, this action is reproduced
by applying the solution ∂˜i = 0 to the doubled target space action. T-duality in isomet-
ric directions is realized by the Buscher rules and the appropriate geometric framework
to deal with T-duality in this situation is generalized geometry. Computing higher order
corrections in α′ to the renormalization group equations mentioned above leads to α′ cor-
rections to the action (22), and understanding the systematics of the α′ expansion and its
consequences on the action of T-duality and generalized geometry (e.g. corrections, or said
differently, deformations,to the Courant bracket) are one of the outstanding questions of
contemporary string theory. Recently, by analysing α′-deformed Lorentz-transformations
of the B-field motivated by Green-Schwarz anomaly cancellation in heterotic string theory
[HZ14b, HZ14a], an α′-infinitesimal deformation of the C-bracket (20) was found (and by
applying the strong constraint, of the Courant bracket). It is given for doubled vectors
X = (X i(x, x˜), Xi(x, x˜)) and Y = (Y
i(x, x˜), Yi(x, x˜)) by:
[X, Y ]α′ := [X, Y ]C + α
′ [[X, Y ]] , (23)
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where [X, Y ]C is the standard C-bracket (20) and the first order deformation is given in
components by:
[[X, Y ]]K = −
(
∂K∂QX
P∂PY
Q −X ↔ Y
)
, (24)
which means e.g. for the form part:
[[X, Y ]]i = −1
2
(
∂i∂mX
n∂nY
m + ∂i∂mXn∂˜
nY m + ∂i∂˜
mXn∂nYm
+ ∂i∂˜
mXn∂˜
nYm −X ↔ Y
)
,
(25)
and similarly for the vector part [[X, Y ]]i. Furthermore, an α′-deformation to the bilinear
pairing (17) was proposed in [HZ14b] in such a way that the deformed pairing remains
a scalar under infinitesimal transformations determined by the deformed C-bracket (23).
This deformation is given for X, Y as above by
〈X, Y 〉α′ := 〈X, Y 〉 − α′ 〈〈X, Y 〉〉 := XPYP − α′ ∂PXQ∂QY P . (26)
Expanded in components, this can be written as:
〈X,Y 〉α′ = X iηi + ωiY i
− α′
(
∂mX
n∂nY
m + ∂mXn∂˜
nY m + ∂˜mXn∂nYm + ∂˜
mXn∂˜
nYm
)
.
(27)
Applying the strong constraint, these deformations lead to deformed Courant algebroids
(as both the bilinear pairing and the Courant bracket receive corrections).
The main question of our work is about a systematic understanding of the form of
the deformations (23) and (26) in terms of a star product expansion on an appropriate
graded manifold. The main ingredient to proceed in this direction is the earlier result of a
representation of the C-bracket in terms of Poisson brackets on the Drinfel’d double of a
Lie bialgebroid.
2.3 The C-bracket in terms of Poisson brackets
For an n-dimensional configuration space M , the observables (fields) of DFT formally4
depend on 2n variables, often denoted by (xa, x˜a). Said differently, there are 2n differential
operators (∂a, ∂˜
a) acting on the dynamical fields of the theory. It is the latter viewpoint
which enables us to make contact with the geometry of the Drinfel’d double: The two
derivative operators dA and dA∗, lifted to T
∗ΠA suggest a canonical choice of two sets of
momenta:
hdA =ξ
i
(
a
j
i (x)x
∗
j −
1
2
fkij(x)ξ
jξ∗k
)
=: ξapa ,
hdA∗ =ξ
∗
i
(
aijx∗j +
1
2
Q
ij
k ξ
kξ∗j
)
=: ξ∗ap˜
a .
(28)
4We say formally, because the physical configuration space is still n-dimensional and to make physical
statements, one has to choose an n-dimensional polarization by solving the strong constraint.
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As a consequence, we are able to associate to pa and p˜
a derivative operators for functions
f ∈ C∞(M), lifted to T ∗ΠA in the following way:
∂af := {pa, f} , and ∂˜af := {p˜a, f} , (29)
where we take Poisson brackets on T ∗ΠA. Note, that we also could introduce variables
(xa, x˜a) canonically conjugate to (pa, p˜
a) (by suitably adjusting the Poisson structure on
T ∗ΠA if necessary), but this step is not needed for the representation of the C-bracket in
terms of Poisson brackets in the main theorem of this section, as for the C-bracket, only
the derivative operators (∂a, ∂˜
a) play a role.
To state the theorem, we first demonstrate how the lifts of vector fields and one-forms
on M to the Drinfel’d double look. Having the diagram (8) in mind, we define a projection
p : T ∗ΠA → Π(A ⊕ A∗) by p∗X = L∗p¯∗X for X ∈ Γ(A) and p∗ω = p∗ for ω ∈ Γ(A∗).
Writing this out in components, we get for the lift of vector fields and one-forms:
p∗(X iei) = X
iξ∗i , and p
∗(ωie
i) = ωiξ
i . (30)
The following theorem gives a representation of the C-bracket of double field theory in
terms of Poisson brackets on the Drinfel’d double T ∗ΠA:
Theorem 2. For sections X + η and Y + ω of the direct sum A⊕ A∗ with lifts to T ∗ΠA
given by Σ1 = p∗(X + η) and Σ2 = p∗(Y + ω), let the operation ◦ be defined by
Σ1 ◦ Σ2 =
{
{ξapa + ξ∗ap˜a,Σ1},Σ2
}
. (31)
Then the C-bracket in double field theory of Σ1 and Σ2 can be represented by:
[Σ1,Σ2]C =
1
2
(
Σ1 ◦ Σ2 − Σ2 ◦ Σ1
)
. (32)
For a detailed proof, we refer the reader to [DS14]. This representation of the C-bracket
as a two-fold Poisson bracket shows that it can be seen as a derived structure in the sense
of [Vor05b, Vor05a, KS04]. The fact that it can be written in terms of Poisson brackets
will be of great importance for later chapters.
If we have a star product, the first order in the deformation parameter of the
star-commutator gives the Poisson bracket and higher orders can be seen as deformations
of the Poisson bracket, which give corrections to the C-bracket as a consequence of the
previous theorem.
3 Graded Moyal-Weyl deformation of the metric and
C-bracket
One of the most immediate questions on the deformation of the metric and C-bracket
(and, by taking a solution of the strong constraint, to the Courant bracket) encountered in
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the last section is about an ordering principle to understand their precise form. Having a
systematic explanation of the deformation at hand enables a treatment of questions about
the uniqueness of the deformation and self-evidently opens up the possibility to calculate
the next orders in the α′-expansion which to our knowledge are not known up to now.
Comparing the latter with independent calculations from DFT beyond the known orders
of α′ would be intriguing. Given the results reviewed in earlier sections, especially theorem
2, the idea to get a systematic explanation of the deformation to first order in α′ is not far
to seek. Let us recall the definition [BFF+78a, BFF+78b] of a formal star product5:
Definition 3. Let (M,π) be a Poisson manifold and f, g ∈ C∞(M). A formal star product
⋆ is a C∞(M)-bilinear map
⋆ : C∞(M)[[t]]× C∞(M)[[t]] → C∞(M)[[t]]
f ⋆ g =
∞∑
k=0
tkmk(f, g) ,
(33)
with bidifferential operators mk such that ⋆ has the following properties:
• ⋆ is associative.
• m0(f, g) = fg.
• m1(f, g)−m1(g, f) = {f, g}.
• 1 ⋆ f = f = f ⋆ 1.
The second and third properties in the definition say that the star-commutator f⋆g−g⋆f
reproduces the Poisson bracket on M in the first order of the deformation parameter. On
the other hand, the higher order terms in the star commutator give higher order corrections
to the Poisson bracket. Using this fact together with theorem 2, we can systematically
deform the C-bracket if we know the underlying star product. As we will see later, similar
arguments hold for the deformation of the metric.
Our choice of the star product is restricted to reproduce to first order the α′ deformation
of both the metric and the C-bracket encountered in the previous section. We will see that
such a star product exists but leave questions of uniqueness to further mathematical studies.
3.1 Star commutators for graded Moyal-Weyl products
In definition 3, the second and the third properties of the mk ensure that to first order in
the deformation parameter, the star commutator of smooth functions f and g reproduces
the Poisson bracket on M in the first order of the deformation parameter:
{f, g} = m1(f, g)−m1(g, f) = lim
t→0
1
t
(
f ⋆ g − g ⋆ f
)
. (34)
5 C∞(M)[[t]] denotes formal power series in t with smooth functions on M as coefficients. We use the
letter t for the deformation parameter, which we later relate to α′.
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In other words, dropping the limit in this equation gives a natural way of getting
“quantum corrections” to the classical Poisson structure on M . We use the following
notation:
{f, g}⋆ := f ⋆ g − g ⋆ f
=
∞∑
k=1
tk
(
mk(f, g)−mk(g, f)
)
=
∞∑
k=1
tk{f, g}(k) ,
(35)
i.e. we denote the k-th order contribution to the Poisson bracket by {f, g}(k). As the
simplest example, let (M,π) be a Poisson manifold with constant Poisson structure π and
f, g be smooth functions on M . Then the Moyal-Weyl star product ⋆M is given by
f ⋆M g = fg + t π
ij∂if∂jg +
t2
2
πijπmn∂i∂mf∂j∂ng +O(t3) . (36)
The full star product is given by an exponential series. In a purely mathematical
context, other full formulas are known, though we are unaware of applications to physics.
We observe that, in this case, the quadratic (or more generally the even) powers in the
deformation parameter vanish for the star-commutator of f and g, i.e. one has
f ⋆ g − g ⋆ f = t {f, g}+O(t3) , (37)
as for even powers, the Poisson tensors contribute with an even power of (−1) when
exchanging f and g and therefore the terms vanish in the commutator. As a consequence
there would be no first order corrections to the Poisson bracket. This situation changes
by considering graded Poisson manifolds. As was already mentioned in the beginning,
our choice of the manifold will be T ∗ΠA, which is a symplectic supermanifold. To get
corrections to the Poisson bracket, one has to take the various signs of the graded context
into account, in particular one has to take an appropriate graded star-commutator.
Let I = i1 · · · ik and J = j1 · · · jk with ∂I = ∂xi1 · · ·∂xik . A general expression for the
star-commutator in the purely even Moyal-Weyl case is given by
{f, g}⋆ =
∞∑
k=1
tk
(∑
IJ
mIJk (∂If∂Jg − ∂Ig∂Jf)
)
. (38)
where in the case at hand, the constant Poisson structure is not differentiated and hence
collected in the constant factors mIJk . The generalization of this expression to the graded
case is determined by the Koszul sign convention, i.e. whenever exchanging two objects or
maps, one introduces a sign, e.g. (−1)|f ||g|. We are led to the following sign convention:
{f, g}⋆ =
∞∑
k=1
tk
(∑
IJ
mIJk
(
∂If∂Jg − (−1)|f ||g|+|xJ |(|f |−1)+|xI |(|g|−1)∂Ig∂Jf
))
, (39)
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Here we use the notation |xI | for the sum of the degrees of the xin , i.e. we have |xI | :=
|xi1 | + · · · + |xik |. The graded star commutator (39) clearly reduces to the standard star
commutator in the purely even case. As we will see later, it is this sign prescription which
gives the correct reproduction of the α′-corrections encountered in the physics literature.
Furthermore, using this sign convention, it is easy to show that the purely even and
purely odd parts of the Poisson structure determined by the first order of the star-commutator
obey the graded Leibniz rule (graded derivation rule), i.e. we have
{f, gh} = {f, g} h+ (−1)|f ||g| g {f, h} , (40)
for functions f and g of degrees |f | and |g|, respectively. This is the standard Leibniz rule
for the graded context.
3.2 The choice of Poisson structure
Let now M be a symplectic manifold with Poisson structure π, given by the inverse of the
symplectic form. We specify A = TM and thus A∗ = T ∗M . It can be readily checked that
the pair (A,A∗) in this case is a Lie bialgebroid. Recall that the differentials are given
by (28). In order to avoid exhausting calculations, we choose the simplest case which still
shows the essential features. All the expressions for the deformed metric and C-bracket we
encountered in previous chapters appeared without fluxes f and Q, so we look for a setup
where these two vanish. In particular, to have vanishing f, we choose the standard basis of
A such that the anchor is aij = δ
i
j . Furthermore, to have vanishing Q, we take the Poisson
structure on M to be constant. Clearly this setup is very special, but, as we will see,
it will reproduce the deformation correctly. The general case is much more involved and
goes beyond the scope of this work. We briefly comment on the inclusion of non-vanishing
fluxes in our conclusions.
In the setup described so far, the lifted differentials hdA and L
∗hdA∗ are particularly
easy to deal with:
hdA = ξ
mx∗m = ξ
mpm , i.e. pm = x
∗
m ,
L∗hdA∗ = ξ
∗
mπ
mnx∗n = ξ
∗
mp˜
m , i.e. p˜m = πmnx∗n .
(41)
As a consequence of this setting, we have the following result for the derivative operator
∂˜i, which we defined in (29):
∂˜if = {p˜i, f} = πij{x∗j , f} = πij∂jf . (42)
This is a particular solution for the strong constraint. In the following, we will prove the
deformation up to first order in α′ for the Courant algebroid corresponding to this solution.
We remark about the general situation at the end of this subsection.
To complete the framework, we have to choose the Poisson structure on T ∗ΠA. We
take the following:
πT ∗ΠA =
∂
∂x∗i
∧ ∂
∂xi
+
∂
∂ξ∗i
∧ ∂
∂ξi
+
∂
∂xi
∧ ∂
∂ξ∗i
− πij ∂
∂xi
∧ ∂
∂ξj
. (43)
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In the following sections, we will justify this choice by computing the deformations of the
C-bracket (or, more precisely, the corresponding Courant bracket) and the metric using the
graded star commutator. For the star product, we will choose the graded generalization of
the Moyal-Weyl product corresponding to the Poisson structure (43).
To compare with expressions of double field theory later on, we also give the Poisson
structure using the derivative operator ∂˜i. Having in mind (42), we can rewrite ∂˜i as the
derivative with respect to a coordinate x˜i and thus:
πT ∗ΠA =
∂
∂x∗i
∧ ∂
∂xi
+
∂
∂ξ∗i
∧ ∂
∂ξi
+
∂
∂xi
∧ ∂
∂ξ∗i
+
∂
∂x˜i
∧ ∂
∂ξi
. (44)
We will use this Poisson structure in our computations in order to get the α′-deformations
encountered in double field theory and described in the previous sections.
Remark 3. Having a concrete realization of the coordinates x˜i as given for example in
[Vai12], one could also take the Poisson structure (44) as a starting point. In the following
calculations and especially in the appendix, we will see that we reproduce the result of
double field theory up to terms which are of the form ∂i∂˜
iφ(x, x˜), where φ is one of the
fields involved. These terms are zero as a consequence of the strong constraint6 if one
considers double field theory. In the special situation (42), these terms vanish trivially due
to the anti-symmetry of the Poisson structure, so in both cases we will be able to reproduce
the results obtained in physics.
3.3 Deforming the metric
We now have all the ingredients to start with deforming the bilinear form 〈, 〉, which we also
call the metric. Already for the easy and special setup chosen in the last subsection, the
computations are lengthy due to the formula for the Moyal-Weyl star product at second
order in the deformation parameter.
This is due to the graded Poisson structure (44), which contains also contributions for
the odd variables. For convenience in reading, we give an explicit expression for the star
product in the appendix and only give the important steps for the results in the main text.
Let V = V m(x, x˜)ξ∗m + Vm(x, x˜)ξ
m and W = Wm(x, x˜)ξ∗m + Wm(x, x˜)ξ
m be the lifts
of generalized vectors to T ∗ΠA. The dependence on the tilded coordinates is to remind
us that we have two different derivative operators. To use the star commutator to get
deformations of the metric, we first note that the pairing 〈V,W 〉 can be expressed as a
Poisson bracket (i.e. the first order of the graded star commutator) on T ∗ΠA, using the
6The condition ∂i∂˜
iφ = 0 is called the weak constraint in DFT.
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Poisson structure (44):
2{V,W} = ∂V
∂ξ∗i
∂W
∂ξi
+
∂V
∂ξi
∂W
∂ξ∗i
− (−1)1
(∂W
∂ξ∗i
∂V
∂ξi
+
∂W
∂ξi
∂V
∂ξ∗i
)
+
∂V
∂xi
∂W
∂ξ∗i
− ∂V
∂ξ∗i
∂W
∂xi
− (−1)1
(∂W
∂xi
∂V
∂ξ∗i
− ∂W
∂ξ∗i
∂V
∂xi
)
+
∂V
∂x˜i
∂W
∂ξi
− ∂V
∂ξi
∂W
∂x˜i
− (−1)1
(∂W
∂x˜i
∂V
∂ξi
− ∂W
∂ξi
∂V
∂x˜i
)
= 2(V iWi + ViW
i) = 2〈V,W 〉 .
(45)
As a consequence, we can compute the second order correction to the pairing 〈·, ·〉 by
computing the correction to the Poisson bracket on T ∗ΠA using the result (39). Whereas
the first order in t gives the pairing itself, for the second order we get7:
{V,W}(2) = − ∂iV j∂jW i − ∂iVj ∂˜jW i − ∂˜iV j∂jWi − ∂˜iVj∂˜jWi
= − ∂MV N∂NWM .
(46)
But this is exactly the deformation encountered in DFT. Thus we can identify t with the
deformation parameter α′ in DFT.
Theorem 4. Let V = V iξ∗i + Viξ
i and W = W iξ∗i +Wiξ
i be the lifts of two generalized
vectors to T ∗ΠA. Then we have
1
t
{V,W}⋆ = 〈V,W 〉 − t 〈〈V,W 〉〉+O(t2) , (47)
i.e. the graded star-commutator of V and W gives the deformed inner product of double
field theory up to second order.
As already mentioned, the proof is straight forward by expanding the star product up
to second order in the deformation parameter. We give the details in the appendix and
move on to the deformation of the C-bracket in the next section.
3.4 Deforming the C-bracket
According to theorem 2, it is possible to express the C-bracket of double field theory in
terms of a two-fold Poisson bracket on T ∗ΠTM . A short calculation shows that, in the
lowest non-trivial order in the deformation parameter, the theorem is true for the Poisson
structure (44) and the lowest order contribution to the star-commutator (39), i.e. we have
the following, if we take the operation ◦ from theorem 2 and V = V m(x, x˜)ξ∗m+Vm(x, x˜)ξm
and W = Wm(x, x˜)ξ∗m +Wm(x, x˜)ξ
m:
V ◦W =
{
{θ, V }(1),W
}
(1)
. (48)
7For the detailed calculation, we refer the reader to the appendix.
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As we are considering a two-fold Poisson bracket, the lowest order non-trivial contributions
to the two-fold star-commutator are of order t2 and t3. Expanding the two-fold star-
commutator at these orders, we have:
{
{θ, V }∗,W
}∗
= t2 V ◦W + t3
{
{θ, V }(2),W
}
(1)
+ t3
{
{θ, V }(1),W
}
(2)
+O(t4) . (49)
As in the previous section, we now list the results for the various contributions to the
Poisson brackets and refer the reader to the appendix for detailed calculations, which are
straight forward, but tedious.
First we get
{θ, V }(1) = ξmξn∂mVn + ξ∗kξmπkn∂nVm + ξnξ∗m∂nV m + ξ∗kξ∗mπkn∂nV m
+ Vnπ
nmx∗m + x
∗
nV
n ,
{θ, V }(2) = − 2∂n∂˜nV = −2πnm∂n∂mV = 0 .
(50)
Note that we have used the assumption that the Poisson structure πnm is constant and
anti-symmetric. In double field theory, a term of the form ∂n∂˜
nV would vanish due to the
strong constraint. Having the previous result, we can compute the Poisson brackets with
W needed for (49). The only remaining term is
{
{θ, V }(1),W
}
(2)
=
2ξm
(
∂kW
n∂m∂nV
k + ∂kWn∂m∂˜
nV k + ∂˜kW n∂m∂nVk + ∂kWn∂m∂˜
nV k
)
+ 2ξ∗m
(
∂kW
n∂˜m∂iV
k + ∂kWn∂˜
m∂˜nV k + ∂˜kW n∂˜m∂nVk + ∂˜
kWn∂˜
m∂˜nVk
)
.
(51)
We see that this is exactly of the form (23) encountered in double field theory and described
in section 2. We therefore can formulate the following result:
Theorem 5. Let V = V iξ∗i + +Viξ
i and W = W iξ∗i +Wiξ
i be the lifts of two generalized
vectors to T ∗ΠA. Then we have
1
2 t2
({{θ, V }∗,W}∗ − {{θ,W}∗, V }∗) = [V,W ]C + t [[V,W ]]C +O(t2) , (52)
i.e. the two-fold graded star commutator of V,W with θ coincides with the C-bracket of
DFT up to second order in the deformation parameter.
In the last theorem – to have a concise and suggestive notation – we use the same
letters for the generalized vector fields and their respective lifts to the Drinfel’d double.
This should cause no confusion. As for theorem 4, by looking at (23) we see that we can
identify the deformation parameter t with the square of the string lenth, i.e. α′. For the
proof we refer the reader to the calculations done in the appendix.
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4 Conclusion and outlook
The setup chosen in the previous chapter to calculate the deformation of the C-bracket (as
a Courant bracket) and the bi-linear pairing of generalized geometry/DFT is very specific.
First, instead of calculating the deformation for a specific solution to the strong constraint,
the Poisson structure (44) could be taken as a starting point to explicitly calculate the
deformation to the C-bracket in full double field theory. To stay on a safe mathematical
ground, the meaning of “double manifolds” has to be made precise.
Secondly, we used a constant Poisson structure π on the configuration space manifold
M . The language used in this work has the advantage to be naturally exendable to more
general Poisson structures by the notion of a twist, introduced in [Roy02d]. Let (M,π) be a
Poisson manifold with constant π, and β = 1
2
βij∂i∧∂j an arbitrary element of Γ(∧2T ∗M).
Using the language of chapter 2, especially the Legendre transform (7), the lift of β to the
Drinfel’d double is given by the quadratic function:
L∗p¯∗β =
1
2
βijξ∗i ξ
∗
j . (53)
Using this, the twist of the functions µ := hdA and γ := L
∗hdA∗ in (28) is defined by
µβ := µ , γβ := γ +Xβ µ , (54)
where the action of Xβ is defined by Xβ µ := {L∗p¯∗β, µ}. All the deformation calcula-
tions of the previous chapter should be extendable to the twisted quantities. It would be
interesting to see how this changes the form of the C-bracket and its deformation.
The twist used in this form could be of interest in physics, in particular DFT. Identifying
the derivative operators ∂a and ∂˜
a as introduced in (29), we can calculate the component
form of the twisted derivative of L∗p¯∗β:
{L∗γβ, L∗p¯∗β} ={ξ∗ap˜a +Xβµ, L∗p¯∗β}
={ξ∗ap˜a, L∗p¯∗β}+
{{L∗p¯∗β, µ}, L∗p¯∗β}
={ξ∗ap˜a, L∗p¯∗β}+ L∗
{{p¯∗β, (L−1)∗µ}, p¯∗β}
=
1
2
∂˜aβbcξ∗aξ
∗
b ξ
∗
c + L
∗
p¯
∗[β, β]SN
=
(1
2
∂˜aβbc + βma∂mβ
bc
)
ξ∗aξ
∗
b ξ
∗
c .
(55)
where we used the fact that the Legendre transformation is a symplectomorphism and the
derived form of the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket [, ]SN , given e.g. in [Roy]. It is intriguing
that the result of this short calculation coincides with the lift of the component expression
for the R flux as it is used in DFT, e.g. in [AHL+12].
Besides extending the framework of our work by flux-type objects as sketched above,
there is the question about higher orders of α′. To our knowledge, an extension of the C-
bracket and the bilinear form of DFT beyond the first non-trivial order of α′ is not known
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up to now. So calculating the next order of our deformation could give hints how which an
extension might look like. Moreover, a comparison of different approaches to star products
containing flux type objects, such as [MSS13], would be an interesting task. Finally, we
plan to compare our results to the more algebraic approaches to deformation theory of
Courant algebroids in the mathematics literature, e.g. using the Rothstein algebra as in
[KW15].
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A Details of the star-product calculations
In this appendix, in order to make the different sign conventions as transparent as possible
for the reader, we give the detailed calculations leading to the results given in the main text
of this article. These are especially theorem 4 giving the deformation of the inner product
up to second order in α′ and theorem 5 containing the deformation of the C-bracket up to
second order in α′. Let us recall the Poisson structure on T ∗ΠA used in the main text,
πT ∗ΠA =
∂
∂x∗i
∧ ∂
∂xi
+
∂
∂ξ∗i
∧ ∂
∂ξi
+
∂
∂xi
∧ ∂
∂ξ∗i
+
∂
∂x˜i
∧ ∂
∂ξi
. (56)
To write down explicit expressions for the star product and consequently for the deforma-
tion of the metric and C-bracket, we use the Moyal-Weyl formula up to second order in
the deformation parameter, given in terms of the components πij of the (constant) Poisson
structure by
f ⋆M g = fg + t π
ij∂if∂jg +
t2
2
πijπmn∂i∂mf∂j∂ng +O(t3) . (57)
Applied to (56), we get the expansion for the star product which we use for computa-
tions done in the following and referred to in the main text. Up to second order in the
deformation parameter, we have
f ⋆ g = fg + t
[( ∂f
∂x∗i
∂g
∂xi
− ∂f
∂xi
∂g
∂x∗i
)
+
( ∂f
∂ξ∗i
∂g
∂ξi
+
∂f
∂ξi
∂g
∂ξ∗i
)
+
( ∂f
∂xi
∂g
∂ξ∗i
− ∂f
∂ξ∗i
∂g
∂xi
)
+
( ∂f
∂x˜i
∂g
∂ξi
− ∂f
∂ξi
∂g
∂x˜i
)]
+ t
2
2
[( ∂
∂x∗i
∂
∂x∗j
f
∂
∂xi
∂
∂xj
g − ∂
∂x∗i
∂
∂xj
f
∂
∂xi
∂
∂x∗j
g − ∂
∂xi
∂
∂x∗j
f
∂
∂x∗i
∂
∂xj
g +
∂
∂xi
∂
∂xj
f
∂
∂x∗i
∂
∂x∗j
g
)
+
( ∂
∂ξ∗i
∂
∂ξ∗j
f
∂
∂ξi
∂
∂ξj
g +
∂
∂ξ∗i
∂
∂ξj
f
∂
∂ξi
∂
∂ξ∗j
g +
∂
∂ξi
∂
∂ξ∗j
f
∂
∂ξ∗i
∂
∂ξj
g +
∂
∂ξi
∂
∂ξj
f
∂
∂ξ∗i
∂
∂ξ∗j
g
)
+
( ∂
∂xi
∂
∂xj
f
∂
∂ξ∗i
∂
∂ξ∗j
g − ∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξ∗j
f
∂
∂ξ∗i
∂
∂xj
g − ∂
∂ξ∗i
∂
∂xj
f
∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξ∗j
g +
∂
∂ξ∗i
∂
∂ξ∗j
f
∂
∂xi
∂
∂xj
g
)
+
( ∂
∂x˜i
∂
∂x˜j
f
∂
∂ξi
∂
∂ξj
g − ∂
∂x˜i
∂
∂ξj
f
∂
∂ξi
∂
∂x˜j
g − ∂
∂ξi
∂
∂x˜j
f
∂
∂x˜i
∂
∂ξj
g +
∂
∂ξi
∂
∂ξj
f
∂
∂x˜i
∂
∂x˜j
g
)
+ 2
( ∂
∂x∗i
∂
∂ξ∗j
f
∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξj
g +
∂
∂x∗i
∂
∂ξj
f
∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξ∗j
g − ∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξ∗j
f
∂
∂x∗i
∂
∂ξj
g − ∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξj
f
∂
∂x∗i
∂
∂ξ∗j
g
)
+ 2
( ∂
∂x∗i
∂
∂xj
f
∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξ∗j
g − ∂
∂x∗i
∂
∂ξ∗j
f
∂
∂xi
∂
∂xj
g − ∂
∂xi
∂
∂xj
f
∂
∂x∗i
∂
∂ξ∗j
g +
∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξ∗j
f
∂
∂x∗i
∂
∂xj
g
)
+ 2
( ∂
∂x∗i
∂
∂x˜j
f
∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξj
g − ∂
∂x∗i
∂
∂ξj
f
∂
∂xi
∂
∂x˜j
g − ∂
∂xi
∂
∂x˜j
f
∂
∂x∗i
∂
∂ξj
g +
∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξj
f
∂
∂x∗i
∂
∂x˜j
g
)
+
( ∂
∂xi
∂
∂x˜j
f
∂
∂ξ∗i
∂
∂ξj
g − ∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξj
f
∂
∂ξ∗i
∂
∂x˜j
g − ∂
∂ξ∗i
∂
∂x˜j
f
∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξj
g +
∂
∂ξ∗i
∂
∂ξj
f
∂
∂xi
∂
∂x˜j
g
)
+
( ∂
∂x˜i
∂
∂xj
f
∂
∂ξi
∂
∂ξ∗j
g − ∂
∂x˜i
∂
∂ξ∗j
f
∂
∂ξi
∂
∂xj
g − ∂
∂ξi
∂
∂xj
f
∂
∂x˜i
∂
∂ξ∗j
g +
∂
∂ξi
∂
∂ξ∗j
f
∂
∂x˜i
∂
∂xj
g
)]
(58)
By using the star-commutator (39) in the main text, we will give the details of the
calculations needed for the main results.
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A.1 The deformation of the metric
As in the main text, let V = V i(x, x˜)ξ∗i + Vi(x, x˜)ξ
i and W = W i(x, x˜)ξ∗i +Wi(x, x˜)ξ
i be
the lifts of generalized sections to T ∗ΠA. Then the star product (58) gives the following
result for the star-commutator (39), up to second order in the deformation parameter:
{V,W}⋆ = t
2
[∂V
∂ξ∗i
∂W
∂ξi
+
∂V
∂ξi
∂W
∂ξ∗i
+
∂V
∂xi
∂W
∂ξ∗i
− ∂V
∂ξ∗i
∂W
∂xi
+
∂V
∂x˜i
∂W
∂ξi
− ∂V
∂ξi
∂W
∂x˜i
+
∂W
∂ξ∗i
∂V
∂ξi
+
∂W
∂ξi
∂V
∂ξ∗i
+
∂W
∂xi
∂V
∂ξ∗i
− ∂W
∂ξ∗i
∂V
∂xi
+
∂W
∂x˜i
∂V
∂ξi
− ∂W
∂ξi
∂V
∂x˜i
]
+
t2
4
[
− ∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξ∗j
V
∂
∂ξ∗i
∂
∂xj
W − ∂
∂ξ∗i
∂
∂xj
V
∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξ∗j
W − ∂
∂x˜i
∂
∂ξj
V
∂
∂ξi
∂
∂x˜j
W
− ∂
∂ξi
∂
∂x˜j
V
∂
∂x˜i
∂
∂ξj
W − ∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξj
V
∂
∂ξ∗i
∂
∂x˜j
W − ∂
∂ξ∗i
∂
∂x˜j
V
∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξj
W
− ∂
∂x˜i
∂
∂ξ∗j
V
∂
∂ξi
∂
∂xj
W − ∂
∂ξi
∂
∂xj
V
∂
∂x˜i
∂
∂ξ∗j
W − ∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξ∗j
W
∂
∂ξ∗i
∂
∂xj
V
− ∂
∂ξ∗i
∂
∂xj
W
∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξ∗j
V − ∂
∂x˜i
∂
∂ξj
W
∂
∂ξi
∂
∂x˜j
V − ∂
∂ξi
∂
∂x˜j
W
∂
∂x˜i
∂
∂ξj
V
− ∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξj
W
∂
∂ξ∗i
∂
∂x˜j
V − ∂
∂ξ∗i
∂
∂x˜j
W
∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξj
V − ∂
∂x˜i
∂
∂ξ∗j
W
∂
∂ξi
∂
∂xj
V
− ∂
∂ξi
∂
∂xj
W
∂
∂x˜i
∂
∂ξ∗j
V
]
.
(59)
We remark that the zeroth order in the deformation parameter has cancelled as is expected
from the purely even cases. Furthermore we see that in the last expression, lots of terms
cancel or add up, so that we finally get the following result, where we already used the
form of V and W :
{V,W}⋆ = t(V iWi + ViW i)
− t
2
2
(
∂iV
j∂jW
i + ∂jV
i∂iW
j + ∂˜iVj ∂˜
jWi + ∂˜
jVi∂˜
iWj
+ ∂iVj ∂˜
jW i + ∂˜jV i∂iWj + ∂˜
iV j∂jWi + ∂jVi∂˜
iW j
)
= t〈V,W 〉+ t2〈〈V,W 〉〉 ,
(60)
which is the result of theorem 4.
A.2 Deformation of the C-bracket
To show the deformation of the C-bracket given in the main text, let us now use (41) to
express the homological vector field θ in terms of the momenta. We have θ = ξix∗i +ξ
∗
i π
ijx∗j ,
and we let V and W be the lifts of generalized vector fields as in the previous section. The
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first two non-vanishing orders of the star commutator {θ, V }∗ are given by
t {θ, V }(1) + t2 {θ, V }(2)
=
t
2
[ ∂θ
∂x∗i
∂V
∂xi
+
∂θ
∂ξ∗i
∂V
∂ξi
+
∂θ
∂ξi
∂V
∂ξ∗i
− ∂θ
∂ξ∗i
∂V
∂xi
− ∂θ
∂ξi
∂V
∂x˜i
+ (−1)1 ∂V
∂xi
∂θ
∂x∗i
− (−1)1 ∂V
∂ξ∗i
∂θ
∂ξi
− (−1)1∂V
∂ξi
∂θ
∂ξ∗i
− (−1)1 ∂V
∂xi
∂θ
∂ξ∗i
− (−1)1 ∂V
∂x˜i
∂θ
∂ξi
]
+
t2
4
[
2
∂
∂x∗i
∂
∂ξ∗j
θ
∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξj
V + 2
∂
∂x∗i
∂
∂ξj
θ
∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξ∗j
V − 2 ∂
∂x∗i
∂
∂ξ∗j
θ
∂
∂xi
∂
∂xj
V
− 2 ∂
∂x∗i
∂
∂ξj
θ
∂
∂xi
∂
∂x˜j
V + 2(−1)1 ∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξ∗j
V
∂
∂x∗i
∂
∂ξj
θ + 2(−1)1 ∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξj
V
∂
∂x∗i
∂
∂ξ∗j
θ
+ 2(−1)1 ∂
∂xi
∂
∂xj
V
∂
∂x∗i
∂
∂ξ∗j
θ + 2(−1)1 ∂
∂xi
∂
∂x˜j
V
∂
∂x∗i
∂
∂ξj
θ
]
= t
( ∂θ
∂x∗i
∂V
∂xi
+
∂θ
∂ξ∗i
∂V
∂ξi
+
∂θ
∂ξi
∂V
∂ξ∗i
)
− t2
( ∂
∂x∗i
∂
∂ξ∗j
θ
∂
∂xi
∂
∂xj
V +
∂
∂x∗i
∂
∂ξj
θ
∂
∂xi
∂
∂x˜j
V
)
= t
(
ξiξm∂iVm + ξ
∗
kξ
mπki∂iVm + ξ
iξ∗m∂iV
m + ξ∗kξ
∗
mπ
ki∂iV
m + Viπ
ikx∗k + x
∗
iV
i
)
− t2
(
∂i∂˜
i(V mξ∗m + Vmξ
m)
)
.
(61)
These are the results (50) listed in the main part of the text. As was explained there,
the only non-vanishing part contributing to the deformation of the C-bracket at order t is
given by {{θ, V }(1),W}(2), which we now compute in detail. To shorten notation, let us
use U := {θ, V }(1). We remark, that U depends on all variables involved and therefore
the second order of the star commutator contains much more terms. After expanding the
latter and collecting the terms which do not cancel pairwise from the two parts of the star
commutator, we get
{U,W}(2) = − 1
2
( ∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξ∗j
U
∂
∂ξ∗i
∂
∂xj
W +
∂
∂ξ∗i
∂
∂xj
U
∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξ∗j
W +
∂
∂x˜i
∂
∂ξj
U
∂
∂ξi
∂
∂x˜j
W
+
∂
∂ξi
∂
∂x˜j
U
∂
∂x˜i
∂
∂ξj
W +
∂
∂ξ∗i
∂
∂x˜j
U
∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξj
W +
∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξj
U
∂
∂ξ∗i
∂
∂x˜j
W
+
∂
∂x˜i
∂
∂ξ∗j
U
∂
∂ξi
∂
∂xj
W +
∂
∂ξi
∂
∂xj
U
∂
∂x˜i
∂
∂ξ∗j
W +
∂
∂ξ∗i
∂
∂ξj
U
∂
∂ξi
∂
∂x˜j
W
+
∂
∂ξi
∂
∂ξj
U
∂
∂ξ∗i
∂
∂x˜j
W +
∂
∂ξi
∂
∂ξ∗j
U
∂
∂x˜i
∂
∂ξj
W +
∂
∂ξi
∂
∂ξj
U
∂
∂x˜i
∂
∂ξ∗j
W
)
(62)
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Now we use the specific form of U and W and collect the vector field and form parts of
the result, i.e. the terms which contract with ξi and ξ∗i , respectively. We get:
{U,W}(2) = − ξm
(
∂jW
i∂i(π
jk∂kVm)− ∂jW i∂i∂mV j + ∂˜jWi∂˜i∂jVm − ∂˜i∂mVj
+ ∂iWj ∂˜
j(πir∂rVm)− ∂iWj ∂˜j∂mV i + ∂˜jW i∂i∂jVm − ∂˜jW i∂i∂mVj
)
− ξ∗m
(
∂jW
i∂i(π
jk∂kV
m)− ∂jW i∂i(πmr∂rV j)− ∂˜jWi∂˜i(πmr∂rVj)
+ ∂˜jWi∂˜
i∂jV
m + ∂iWj ∂˜
j(πir∂rV
m)− ∂iWj ∂˜j(πmr∂rV i)
− ∂˜jW i∂i(πkr∂rVj) + ∂˜jW i∂i∂jV k
)
= ξm
(
∂kW
n∂m∂nV
k + ∂kWn∂m∂˜
nV k + ∂˜kW n∂m∂nVk + ∂kWn∂m∂˜
nV k
)
ξ∗m
(
∂kW
n∂˜m∂iV
k + ∂kWn∂˜
m∂˜nV k + ∂˜kW n∂˜m∂nVk + ∂˜
kWn∂˜
m∂˜nVn
)
.
(63)
In the last step, we used that the Poisson structure πij is constant and anti-symmetric
and the form (42) of the derivative operator ∂˜i. The case for general Poisson structures
is more involved and in particular contains terms proportional to the Q-flux mentioned in
the main text. This general case goes beyond the scope of the present work, where our
goal was to derive the deformation of the C-bracket without any contribution of the fluxes
f and Q.
The last line of the previous calculations is the result mentioned in section 3.4. Therefore
we derived the ingredients necessary for the proof of theorem 5, which finishes the appendix
on the calculational details.
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